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1. Overview
Welcome to Rising Star Football Edition!
The board game of dreams, where you have the chance to play out a
footballer’s career of your own. Compete against your opponents to earn
points, money and fame all in the hope of having the greatest career and
becoming Rising Star champion!
Throughout your player’s career you will encounter different events that
change the course of your journey, both helping and hindering your rise to
the top. Navigate through these scenarios while defeating your opponents
on the pitch, appearing in the press, earning new contracts, gaining
sponsorships, employing an agent and much more.

2. Components
1 x Playing Board
1 x Playing Token Punchboard (6 push out kits)
6 x Token Holders
1 x Pencil
1 x Scoring Pad
1 x Game Dice
1 x

RS Dollars Pack

2 x Match Dice
36 x Agent Cards
36 x Contract Cards
55 x Day to Day Cards
55 x Press Cards
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3. Game Set-UP
Unfold the game board and place on a flat surface. Place the game and
match dice on the board ready to use. Disperse the
RS Dollars in the
money tray provided for easy access. If this is your first time playing push
the 6 playing tokens out of the punchboard provided and place one in each
of the plastic token holders. Each player should select a playing token to use
returning any unused tokens to the box.
Next, remove the 6 black Rising Star Contract Cards from
the Contract Card deck (see example image). Shuffle these
and deal one to each player placing any remaining Rising
Star Contract Cards back in the box. Shuffle the Contract
Card deck and place on its corresponding section of the
game board. Repeat for the Agent, Day to Day and Press
decks.
Allocate a referee who is responsible for keeping score using the pencil and
scoresheet provided. They also act as ‘banker’ handling the money earned
and lost by players.
Place each player’s name on the scoresheet. Provide each player with
their loyalty bonus (shown on their Rising Star Contract Card).
All players also start with 10 fame as shown on the scoresheet.
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4. How to Start
All players start on the Pre-Season tile. To decide who goes first, each player
rolls the game dice (6 sided dice) and the highest roll goes first. In the event of
a draw those players re-roll until a winner is decided. Players should take turns
rolling the game dice (6 sided dice) to move around the board in a clockwise
direction.
Before starting the game agree how many seasons you would like to play.
One circuit of the board equals a season. See the table below for average
game times.
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5. Keeping score
As the game progresses players will earn points, fame and money. The
referee will track any points and fame gained and lost in the corresponding
columns for each player. When players earn money the referee distributes
it from the money tray. Any money lost by a player returns to the money
tray.
Please see the below example of how a completed scoresheet will look
when the referee has kept track of the scores throughout the game.
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6. Tiles Explained
Agent
When you land on an AGENT tile you pick up one Agent Card.

Contract
When you land on the CONTRACT tile you have entered contract
negotiations with your current club. You take the next Contract Card from
the top of the deck and compare it to your current contract. If you wish
to accept the new deal then return your old contract to the bottom of the
deck*. You can decline the new contract offer/s if you wish to keep your
current deal. Use your Agent’s ability to increase the number of offers you
receive (see section “7A. Agent Card - Agents” for more details).
*If you are losing the Rising Star Contract Card you started the game with
return this to the box rather than the deck.

Cup Final
Congratulations you have reached the Rising Star Cup Final! (see section
“8C. Rising Star Cup Final” for instructions).

Derby Day
When you land on the DERBY DAY tile choose your rival and play out a
match (see section “8B. Derby Day” for instructions).

Free Agent
When you land on the FREE AGENT tile your club has decided not to renew
your contract and you are released as a free agent. Place your current
Contract Card at the bottom of the Contract Card deck* and take the
next available card from the top of the deck to use as your new contract.
Use your Agent’s ability to increase the number of offers you receive
(see section “7A. Agent Card - Agents” for more details).
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*If you are losing the Rising Star Contract Card you started the game with
return this to the box rather than the deck.

Matchday
When you land on a MATCHDAY tile you play out a match (see section “8A.
Matchday & Reserves” for instructions).

Physio Room
When you land on the PHYSIO ROOM tile you are injured and receiving
treatment. Your turn ends.
On your next turn you get the chance to roll the game dice (6 sided dice)
or play a Magic Sponge Card (if you hold one). If you roll a 6 you resume
to full fitness and can immediately roll again to move. If you do not roll a
6 your turn ends. If after 3 turns you have failed to roll a 6 you must pay
the specialist medical fee of 20k. Once this fee is paid you resume to full
fitness and can immediately roll again to move.
If you are holding a Magic Sponge Card (found in the Day to Day deck) you
can use it instead of trying to roll a 6 to return to full fitness. Once used
return the card to the bottom of the Day to Day deck and immediately roll
to move.
If you are injured in the physio room you cannot participate in any Matchday,
Reserves or Derby Day matches and are unable to earn any points or money.

Pre-Season
The game begins on this tile. If you land on or pass the PRE-SEASON tile
during the game you receive the loyalty bonus on your contract.

Press
When you land on a PRESS tile you pick up one Press Card.
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Reserves
When you land on a RESERVES tile you play out a reserves match (see
section “8A. Matchday & Reserves” for instructions).

Rest and Training
When you land on a REST or TRAINING tile you pick up one Day to Day Card.

Sponsor Event (Boot/Clothing/Product Deal)
The three categories of SPONSOR EVENT tiles are Boot, Clothing and Product
Deal. If you hold a Sponsorship Card and land on the corresponding
SPONSOR EVENT tile you receive the fee shown on the card. If you land
on a SPONSOR EVENT tile without holding a corresponding card your turn
ends. Sponsorship Cards are found in the Agent Card deck.

Transfer
When you land on the TRANSFER tile you are surplus to requirements
and sold by your current club. You receive the “Buyout Fee” detailed on
your contract. Your current Contract Card should be returned to the
bottom of the Contract Card deck*. Take the next available card from the
top of the deck to use as your new contract. Use your Agent’s ability to
increase the number of offers you receive (see section “7A. Agent Card Agents” for more details).
*If you are losing the Rising Star Contract Card you started the game with,
return this to the box rather than the deck.
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7. Cards Explained
7A. Agent Card
These cards are picked up when a player lands on an AGENT tile. Read the
card aloud for all players to hear and follow the instructions or keep the
card if applicable.

Movement
The card requires you to move to a particular tile on
the board.

Sponsorship
The Sponsorship Cards are divided into three
categories: Boot Deal, Clothing Deal and Product
Deal. You can only hold one sponsorship from each
category. If you pick up a Sponsorship Card that is
the same category as one you already hold you have
the option to swap, returning the unwanted card to
the bottom of the deck. These cards show a fee which
is paid out when you land on the corresponding
SPONSOR EVENT tile.

Agents
There are 10 Agents of varying ability available in
the game. You can use your Agent to increase the
number of contract offers you receive when you land
on the CONTRACT, TRANSFER or FREE AGENT tiles.
The Agent’s ability level corresponds to the amount
of extra contract offers you receive e.g. if you land
on the CONTRACT tile and you have an Agent with
an ability level of 2, you will receive 2 extra contract
offers to choose from (a total of 3).
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Each player can only have one Agent at any one time.
If you pick up a second Agent, decide if you would
like to swap Agents or stick with your current one,
returning the unwanted Agent to the bottom of the
deck.

7B. Contract Card
These cards list the details of your contract. You can only hold one Contract
Card at any time.

Contract Name
Indicates what level of player you are.

Matchday Fee
Received when participating in a Matchday, Derby
Day or Cup Final.

Reserves Fee
Received when participating in a Reserves match.

Loyalty Bonus
Received when a player lands on or passes the PRESEASON tile.

Buyout Fee
Received when a player lands on the TRANSFER tile
(see section “6. Tiles Explained - Transfer” for more
details).
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7C. Day to Day Card
These cards are picked up when a player lands on a TRAINING or REST DAY
tile. Unless it is a Match Event you should read the card aloud for all players
to hear. They may include actions that have an effect on your career in the
following ways:

Movement
The card requires you to move to a particular tile on
the board.

Fame
The card requires an adjustment to your fame.

Financial
The card requires you to receive or pay an amount
of money.

Magic Sponge
If you pick up a Magic Sponge Card you can keep
it and use it if injured in the physio room to return
to full fitness. Once used return the card to the
bottom of the Day to Day deck (see section “6. Tiles
Explained – Physio Room” for more details).

Match Event
Match Event Cards can be used in any Matchday,
Reserves, Derby Day and Cup Final match that you
participate in to alter the score. If you pick up a
Match Event Card keep it face down in front of you
until you decide to play it.
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Match Event Card Rules
1. There is no limit to the amount of Match Event Cards players can
collect.
2. Each player has one chance to play one Match Event Card per match.
3. Match Event Cards can only be played after the match dice (12 sided
dice) have been rolled.
4. Match Event Cards should be read aloud when played and the new
score announced.
5. The home team plays their card first or can decline to play a card.
6. The away team plays their card second or can decline to play a card.
7. If the home team declines to play a card their turn ends and it is the
away team’s turn to play a card if they wish to do so.
8. Once both players have had a chance to play a card the match ends.
9. Return any used Match Event Cards to the bottom of the Day to Day
deck.
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7D. Press Card
These cards are picked up when a player lands on a PRESS tile and contain
news stories. Read the card aloud for all players to hear and follow the
directions on the card. They may include actions that have an effect on your
career in the following ways:

Movement
The card requires you to move to a particular tile on
the board.

Fame
The card requires an adjustment to your fame.

Financial
The card requires you to receive or pay an amount
of money.
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8. Playing a Match
During your career you will take part in matches giving you the chance to
win points and earn money.

8A. Matchday and Reserves
Each player has a home MATCHDAY and RESERVES tile, signified by the
same colours as the playing token chosen. Matches are played when a
player lands on a MATCHDAY or RESERVES tile that is not their own. If you
land on your own MATCHDAY or RESERVES tile you do not play a match and
your turn ends.
To play a match each player rolls one of the 12 sided match dice at the
same time. The home team (the player who the MATCHDAY or RESERVES
tile belongs to) rolls the red dice and the away team (the player who landed
on the tile) rolls the blue dice. The resulting numbers shown on the dice
indicate the match score.
Each player then gets the chance to play a Match Event Card (see section
“7C. Day to Day Card – Match Event” for more details).
The winner is awarded 3 points. In the event of a draw 1 point is awarded to
each player. If a player loses they receive 0 points. Both players receive the
corresponding fee shown on their own Contract Card. The Matchday Fee is
received for participating in a Matchday and the Reserves Fee is received
for participating in a Reserves match.
If you are injured in the physio room you cannot participate in a Matchday
or Reserves match. If a player lands on your home MATCHDAY or RESERVES
tile whilst you are injured they automatically win and receive 3 points. They
also receive their Matchday or Reserves Fee as shown on their Contract
Card. You do not receive any points or earn any money.
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If there are less than 6 players and you land on a MATCHDAY or RESERVES
tile not belonging to a player the match is still played. You simulate the
match by rolling both dice yourself. You are the away team (blue dice) and
you still have the chance to play a Match Event Card after the dice are rolled.
Points are allocated as above and you receive your Matchday or Reserves
Fee as shown on your Contract Card.

8B. Derby Day
If you land on the DERBY DAY tile you have the chance to choose your rival
to play in a grudge match with 6 points up for grabs!
Each player rolls one of the 12 sided match dice at the same time. The home
team (the player who landed on the tile) rolls the red dice and the away
team (the player who is selected to play the match) rolls the blue dice. The
resulting numbers shown on the dice indicate the match score.
Each player then gets the chance to play a Match Event Card (see section
“7C. Day to Day Card – Match Event” for more details).
The winner is awarded 6 points. In the event of a draw 1 point is awarded to
each player. If a player loses they receive 0 points. Both players receive the
Matchday Fee shown on their own Contract Card.
If a player is injured in the physio room they are unable to be selected to
play in the Derby Day match.
If there are no available opponents to select (due to injuries) then you
automatically win and receive 6 points. You also receive your Matchday Fee.
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8C. Rising Star Cup Final
The Cup Final is played against Rising Star FC (by far the greatest team the
world has ever seen)! You have the chance to beat them in the Cup Final
and steal the spoils.
You simulate the match by rolling both dice yourself. You are the away team
(blue dice) and you still have the chance to play a Match Event Card after
the dice are rolled.
If the match ends in a draw it goes to extra time. You re-roll to simulate the
extra time score. If extra time ends in a draw the match goes to sudden
death penalties. To take a penalty you must roll both dice. If you roll higher
than the opponent dice you score the penalty. If you roll the same or lower
the penalty is saved. You then roll again to simulate the opponent’s penalty.
The same rules apply for their chances of scoring. Repeat this process until
either team goes one up on penalties after a round is completed. One round
is where both teams have taken a penalty.
If you win the Cup Final you receive 10 points and 10 fame. If you lose
you do not receive any points or fame. You receive your Matchday Fee for
participating in the Cup Final.
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9. Finishing the game
A player reaches the end of their career when they have completed the
number of seasons agreed upon prior to starting the game.
When a player completes their last season and reaches the Pre-Season tile
they must stop and wait for all other players to complete their careers. You
cannot go past the Pre-Season tile even if you have rolled a high enough
number. You do not collect your loyalty bonus and you do not take any
more turns.
You can still participate in Matchday, Reserves and Derby Day matches if
your home tile is landed on or you are selected as an opponent. You still
receive your Matchday Fee or Reserves Fee and any points earned.
Once all players have completed their careers you can calculate the final
scores.
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10. Calculating the winner
Total Points + Total Fame + Total Money Points = Total Score
Total Points: The total of all points accumulated throughout your career.
Total Fame: The total amount of fame accumulated throughout your career
(taking into account both negative and positive fame).
Total Money Points: Every 100k earned equals 1 Money Point. Excess
money not rounding up to 100k will not count towards your Total Money
Points e.g. 560k = 5 Total Money Points.
The referee will count up the scores and write them in the boxes provided
on the scoresheet, using the equation above to calculate each player’s Total
Score.
The referee will then announce the final results from last place to first place
and crown the winner Rising Star Champion!
In the event of a tie…
The two players play a final match using the Cup Final rules. Each player first
rolls the game dice (6 sided dice) and the player that rolls the highest is the
home team (red dice). If necessary re-roll until the home team is decided.
Good luck!
Should more than two players tie for 1st place each player will roll the game
dice (6 sided dice) with the two highest rolls going through to the final. If
necessary re-roll until two qualifying players are decided.
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WARNING
choking hazard,
contains small parts

